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1. Introduction
It has been shown that English speakers (from non-New
Zealand backgrounds) use initial stress as a word boundary cue
in the segmentation of continuous speech [1]. Research has
also shown that Maori English is significantly more syllable-
timed than Pakeha English [2]. New Zealanders have exposure
to both Maori and Pakeha English. We ask whether they use dif-
ferent segmentation strategies when they are listening to speak-
ers with different dialect features. More precisely, we question
whether a) New Zealand English speakers use the same segmen-
tation strategies as speakers of other varieties of English, and b)
whether New Zealanders segment words in continuous speech
in these ethnolects differently. To answer these questions, an
artificial language learning paradigm was used, based on [1].

2. Methodology
An artificial language was designed, consisting of nine non-
sense words, randomly concatenated to form ‘continuous
speech’. In total, four versions of the language were made, to
which participants were randomly assigned. In this 2× 2 facto-
rial design, one factor was ethnolect (Maori or Pakeha speaker),
and the other was boundary cue position (left or right edge of the
word). As the amplitude and length of each syllable within the
words were normalised, fundamental frequency change over the
syllable was the sole cue to word boundaries. The fundamental
frequency of the first or last syllable of the words (in the left vs.
right edge condition, respectively) was resynthesized to have a
contour tone. The pitch of the remaining syllables was flattened
(see Figure 1).

In the introduction phase of the experiment, participants
were auditorily and visually primed with the target ethnolect
to encourage ethnolect-based segmentation strategies. Follow-
ing that, participants were exposed to the language for about
14 minutes, then presented with 27 randomised and counter-
balanced test pairs. Each pair consisted of one attested word
from the language they were trained on and one non-word. Par-
ticipants were asked to identify the attested word.

3. Results
Binomial mixed effects models were used to analyze partici-
pants’ accuracy in the task. In the pilot study, the 22 Pakeha
participants who completed the task:
• were significantly more accurate with the Maori English

voice (61%) than the Pakeha English voice (54%).
• showed a significant interaction between the position of

the correct word in the test pair and the stress-alignment;
participants were significantly more accurate when the
real word was the first member of the presented pair.

• when the first member of the presented pair was the real
word, participants were significantly more accurate in
the right edge condition (74%) than in the left edge con-
dition (61%).

• participants performed at chance when the real word ap-
peared second, regardless of the stress alignment.

4. Discussion
The pilot results suggest that (i) segmentation strategies used
by New Zealand English speakers may differ from strategies
used by speakers of previously studied varieties, and that (ii)
the strategies used may be mediated by dialectal features of the
speaker.

The full study is currently underway and includes a larger
sample of Pakeha participants, and additional pitch cue condi-
tions. Results from this phase will be presented and discussed
in the poster.

Syllables
fai, fau, fay, foi, fou,
kai, kau, kay, koi, kou,
pai, pau, pay, poi, pou,

shai, shau, shay, shoi, shou,
tai, tau, tay, toi, tou,
zai, zau, zay, zoi, zou

Consonants
/p, t, k, f, S, z/

Vowels
face, price, mouth,

goat, choice
diphthongs only

Words
touzoipay, poishaykou,
kaupoushai, zaifautoi,
faytaizau, shaukoitay,

foikaypaizou, kaifoushoipau,
zayshoutaufai

recorded by PE
& ME speakers

meaningful
sequences like
‘so buy my
cow’ avoided

Left edge cue
added to words

Right edge cue
added to words

Praat pitch
re-synthesis

Left edge speech stream
TOUzoipayPOIshaykouKAU

poushaiZAIfautoi . . .

Right edge speech stream
touzoiPAYpoishayKOUkau
pouSHAIzaifauTOI . . .

pseudo-random
order with repetition

Figure 1: Stimulus in the experiment.
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